SHALL    W K    JOIN    T II E    L A I) I E S ?
you; such conditions must not be allowed to persist. We
are very much concerned about it. On the other hand, you
know their causes as well as I do. It is difficult to find good
lodgings in Krasnoyarsk. The town has grown too quickly.
There will be a marked improvement as soon as our house
at the air base will be completed. Meanwhile, I have only a
stop gap suggestion. Find out when a family will leave here.
Let us know of it—we shall press the town Soviet to reserve
their apartment for you. Beyond that, all of you go on
criticizing housing conditions and talk your grievances
round the town. Especially urge the people who are in
charge of the building activity at the air base—not only
Smirnov—he knows his responsibility as chief. The smallest
and seemingly most unimportant labourers on the job must
be made to understand that their utmost energy and
resourcefulness are needed to turn the life of their comrades
into a better one. They must understand that they have to
put all their strength into their work; go on telling them that
the people for whom they build the house are risking their
lives daily in the struggle against the forces of the Arctic,
which is going to make the whole community richer and
happier. Write of your discontent on the wall journal of
the building brigade—make them realize that their slackness
means unhappincss to you, their efficiency a better life
for all.'
The pretty Ukrainian got up next.
*The whole place on the island looks sad and dirty.
There is nothing but sand and mud round the air base.
Couldn't we get some flowers to make it all a little more
cheerful? It would put a stronger love for his work into
everybody.'
The   eagle-nosed   Armenian   woman   nodded   support.
'But where are you going to get the flowers?'
(I did not think of that5, the speaker admitted.
£You can drive out to a collective farm and get bulbs
from them. 1*11 give you some money from our culture
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